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Purpose of this protocol
While adequate power and sample size are indispensable for the
detection (by the statistical test) of a meaningful effect size (ES),
many published studies in psychology (practically all sub-fields) do
not describe sample-size calculation (SSC), a practice that can reflect
a real weakness of the study methodological quality (Macleod et al.,
2015).
Omission of SSC is often associated with a lack of prospective
power, which can be computed from (several) theoretical ES and the
published sample size. This often results in a exaggeration of the
observed ES in comparison with the true ES (Gelman & Carlin, 2014;
Szucs & Ioannidis, 2017) and an increase of the False Report
Probability (FRP) (Szucs & Ioannidis, 2017), thereby jeopardizing
results reproducibility. FPR refers to the probability that statistically
significant effects are true and can be computed incorporating the
pre-test probability that H1 is true (H1 plausibility or H1/H0 odds).
Simulations of effect size exaggeration and FRP are presented
respectively in the left-hand panel and in right-hand panel of Figure
1.
Our purpose is to investigate using the above-mentioned tools, to
which extent the practice of neglecting the determination of
adequate sample size (via power analysis) and the lack of power
concern the literature assessing the efficacy of the psychological and
pharmacological treatments of the “alcohol-deprivation effect,” a
relapse-like phenomenon operationalized in animal model (rodents).
Methods
We will firstly select articles published from 1993 to 2020 using the
database PubMed and check whether they mention a SSC.
We will then classify the articles which mention a SSC into five
components of a complete description of SSC (for instance power
analysis with or without details such as exact prospective power,
hypothetical and observed ES). We will also check whether the
hypothetical ES (used to determine sample size) is justified and the
observed ES clearly interpreted (discussion). The results will be
expressed in terms of percentages for each category.
In order to assess a possible ES exaggeration in the selected
literature, we will examine the relation between the observed ES and
the sample sizes derived from each article, the results being
presented as in the left-hand panel of Figure 1. Thereupon, we will
compute the implied power-to-detect (at a alpha risk of 5%) of each
relevant statistical test, using (at least) a conventionally small,
medium or large ES (Cohen classifications) and the sample size
indicated in the article. The resulting values of the implied powers
will be presented in a table (which will also include a category
relating to the journals in which the articles have been published).
The individual values of the implied powers will be inserted in the
graph of right-hand panel of Figure 1 in the form of a vertical bar
corresponding to the sample size of the article. The median and the
mean of these values will be similarly presented in a separate graph.
We will also plot individual power curves in three additional graphs
(power versus sample size for each of the three external ES).
Finally, we will compute the FRP and the complementary True
Report Probability (TRP) using a risk alpha of 1, 2.5 or 5%, the
median (implied) power-to-detect and a representative range of
pretest probability values of the alternative hypothesis (from 0.01 to
0.99). The resulting individual curves (FRP/TRP versus H1
probability for each implied power) will be plotted as in the graphs
of Figure 2, and the curves corresponding to the median of FRP and
TRP curves will be added to the graphs of Figure 2.
Figure 1: Left-hand panel: Relations between ES (Cohen’s d) and the sample size derived from
simulated t tests for independent groups. Each violin represents the distributions of 10 000
significant ES for five sample sizes (corresponding to 10, 20, 50, 80 and 90% prospective
power). The dashed line represents the hypothetized ES (d = 0.5). With relatively small sample
sizes (low power), t tests yield many significant ES greater than true ES (type M error) and
some significant ES in the opposite direction of the hypothetized effect (type S error). Right-
hand panel: Relation between the prospective power (curve) to detect the three representative
ES of the Cohen ’s classification (curves) and the sample size per group in two-sample t test.
The dashed line represents the conventionally accepted minimal power-to-detect of 80%.
Figure 2: Left-hand panel: Relation between False Report Probability (FRP) and the pretest
probability of H1 for various values of prospective power Right-hand panel: Relation between
True Report Probability (TRP, complement of FRP) and the pretest probability of H1 for
various values prospective power.
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